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Abstract 

ANDRÁS BÉRES: The theatre in the space of minority existence. This study examines the formation 

of the audience of Hungarian theatres in Transylvania based on data of theatres of Marosvásárhely 

with an aim of trying to answer a question of why bilingual cities in Transylvania have been able 

to establish and develop Hungarian theatre-audience. While leaving the process of scientific analy-

sis for a momentum, the study addresses some current issues referring to the peculiar public cries 

of the theatre-world. 3. p. 

GERGELY ARATÓ: New model of the relationship between labor market and education in the skills 

policy in Great Britain. The Leicht report (2006) introduced a new theoretical approach in the 

British skills policy, a so-called ’skills ecosystem concept.’ The new approach is based on the 

broad context of education, economic development and demand of labor market, and induces new 

development policies, focusing on both supply and demand side of the skills market. The new 

measures increase the role of employers in the training-related decisions and raise support for a 

sectoral approach, through which training and workforce develop. 18. p. 

JÓZSEF BAKA: The spatial innovation of adult education. Over the last two decades the diversifica-

tion of the adult education field has grown enourmously in Hungary. The paper gives an overview 

of the new spaces and contexts for adult learning, however he maintains the thesis of the  versatili-

ty of folk high schools in terms of educational philosophy and adaptive practice  to the contempo-

rary challenges.    24. p. 

DÓRA LIPPÓY – ISTVÁN LÜKŐ – VIKTÓRIA TOMBOR: Modernisation of the training of foster-parents. 

Some examples of the national development process of the French foster-parental model. The 

authors, on behalf of the Research Centre for Vocational Methodology and Netowrk-development 

of the Institute of Vocational and Continuing Education of the Faculty of Adult Education and 

HRd of the University of Pécs, have participated in the framing of a Leonardo da Vinci project. 

István Lükő has written the feasibility study of the project upon which Viktória Tombor prepared a 

new model of competence-based and modular training which was complemented and fine-tuned 

with Dóra Lippóy, a lecturer of the institute.  30. p. 

TAMÁS VÁMOSI: The Hungarian political changes in the Spring of 2010 claimed the reorganization 

of processes in the social and economic environment. The vocational education system cannot be 

an exception in an era of structural reforms, however, the „re-position” of the system is a constant 

process, and this time the changes are going much further on. The Hungarian Chamber of Com-

merce & Industry seems to be a relevant partner organization in this process referring to VET. The 

chambers’ most important task is to collect and communicate the needs of the companies about 

human capital, what vocational training system should respond properly to labour market needs, 

both in quality and quantity. This article is focusing the chambers’ current tasks, and how the 

scope of duties are evolving in ordenr to make the system more effective. 44. p. 

ARTUR LAKATOS: This paper is dealing with the problem of Scientific Publication and its man-

agement. Structured into sub-chapters dedicated to special representative problems, based on the 

author’s previous research in Cultural Management, it presents information regarding key issues of 

Publication Management such as types of scientific publication and their characteristics, interna-

tional databases and rules of indexing, the impact factor, issue of plagiarism. 60. p. 

VIKTÓRIA TOMOBOR: Practical educational form in the classroom. Learning by doing in the focus. 

Nowdays, learning by doing is very important in vocational education. Learning by doing is based 

on competence. The author is introducing a learning by doing office and students’ work in this 

office as they learn about administration-based issues. 70. p. 
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KRISZTINA FODORNÉ TÓTH: The concept of communication is ambiguous not only in the scientific 

terminology, but also in everyday speech acts. The phenomenon range of communication is very 

wide, so references labelled with the term „communication” or its side-terms (for example com-

municate, communicator, communicative) are diverse. They vary not only based on situation or 

disciplinary differences, but also on common human knowledge about situations or adequate use 

of language in each situations. 75. p. 

BALÁZS PANKÁSZ: Web 2.0 and the application of social media (community media) in higher 

education. This paper analyses the application and the possible practical usage of social media 

referring to a special environment, that of higher education. 83. p. 

ISTVÁN PINTÉR: Attention to lying. The author is trying to make conclusions from external attrib-

utes of a person which refer to lying. Also, he is pointing out some major psychic and mental 

changes determining the process and rendering relevant phenomena into a special order to reach 

for a conclusion of his research-thesys: With preparedness, a lie can be explored just when it ap-

pears which strongly influence our relation to the personality. 96. p. 

CLAUDIA K. FARKAS: School in interwar Italy. Between the two world wars, the school in Italy was 

an instrument of the fascist propaganda. The school-fascisizing was a long and complex process. 

This article presents the nodes and stages of this process.  111. p. 

BOOK-REVIEW: Béla Krisztián has reviewed the book of Péter Jagadics, a retired colonel and a 

former student of the Faculty, titled The military history of Savaria. This peculiar book describes 

recent times, however, it reminds the reader of the military history of Szombathely. 116. p. 

 


